
Patterson Belknap Webb & Tyler LLP 

1133 Avenue of the Americas 	New York, NY 10036-6710 	212336.2000 	fax 212.336.2222 	www.pbwt.com  

November 11, 2013 
	

Robert F. LoBue 
Partner 
(212) 336-2596 

By Certified Mail - Return Receipt Requested and E-mail 
	

rpIobuepbwt,com 

Real-Time Analysis and News, Ltd. (d/b/a "Ransquawk") 
25 Copthall Avenue 
London 
EC2R 7BP 
United Kingdom 

Attn.: 	Ranvir Singh 
Matthew Cheung 

Re: 	Infringement of Dow Jones's News Articles and Headlines 

Dear Sirs: 

We are litigation counsel for Dow Jones & Company, Inc. ("Dow Jones"), which 
owns and publishes The Wall Street Journal and the related news website WSJ.com , as well as 
other publications and media services including Barron 's, Factiva, and Dow Jones Newswires, 
all of which are available as components of Dow Jones's online DJX product, Our client is 
deeply concerned that Real-Time Analysis and News, Ltd. ("Ransquawk") is committing 
pervasive and ongoing infringement of Dow Jones's copyrights and misappropriating its news 
content, as well as breaching or inducing the breach of Dow Jones's subscription agreements. 

Specifically, we have learned that Ransquawk offers an audio streaming service 
and a newsfeed service to clients, both of which transmit headlines and stories from news articles 
directed to securities traders and others. The service is offered at ransquawk.com  and via a 
mobile app. Both services regularly provide verbatim headlines and, at times, news article text 
copied from Dow Jones's DJ Dominant newswire, which exclusively carries high-value 
proprietary content from The Wall Street Journal on DJX before Dow Jones publishes it through 
any other channel. The copied headlines are "squawked" out verbatim through the audio service 
within seconds of their being posted exclusively on the DJ Dominant portion of DJX, and 
headlines and excerpts are copied on Ransquawk's newsfeed within a minute or two of being 
posted on DJX. Further, we are aware that Ransquawk is engaging in this conduct multiple 
times per day every business day and is redistributing Dow Jones news to users in the United 
States. 
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The following chart is illustrative (but not exhaustive) of our recent observations 
of Ransquawk's unauthorized reproduction of Dow Jones news (all times Eastern): 

Moved Squawked by Reprinted by 
Dow Jones's Exclusive IJJX Headline on DJX Ransquawk Ransguawk Date 

U.S. Rating Downgrade Unlikely In Next Two Thursday, 
Years -- Moody's Hess jjLp in . 1 : 38  p .m . 10/17/2013 

Thursday, 
Lenovo Actively Looking At Blackberry 2:40 p.m. 2:40 p.m. 2:41 p.m. 10/17/2013 

Fund Manager Mobius Plans to Buy Greek Friday, 
Equities For First Time In A Decade  1:04 p.m. 1:04 p.im 1:05 p.m. 10/18/2013 

Moody's, Fitch Analysts See Ireland Agreeing Thursday, 
Precautionary Support for Bailout Exit 8:21 am. 8:21 a .  in. 8:22 am. 10/24/2013 

Twitter IPO Price Range Expected to Be Set This 12:01 Thursday, 
Week p.m. 12:01 p.m. 12:02 p.m. 10/24/2013 
Fannie, Freddie Regulator to Announce $4 Billion 
Settlement With J.P. Morgan As Soon As This Friday, 
Afternoon 4:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m. 10/25/2013 

Polish Rate Setter Hausner: MPC Should Expand Monday, 
Forward Guidance 9:56a.m. 9:56 a.im 9:56a.m. 10/28/2013 

10:13 Tuesday, 
Goldman to Get 38.5% of Twitter IPO Fee Pool am. 10:13 am. 10:13 am. 10/29/2013 

Fed Sees Little Change In Its Assessment of Wednesday, 
Economy -- WSJ'sHilsenrath  2:18 p.m. 2:18 pin. 2:18 p.m. 10/30/2013 

AMR, US Airways Preparing Possible Settlement Wednesday, 
Proposal to DOJ Over Merger Antitrust Case 3:31 p.m. 3:31 p.m. 3:32 p.m. 10/30/2013 

In addition to the reproduction of exclusive Dow Jones headlines, Ransquawk has 
also copied and distributed substantial amounts of article text from at least one original DJ 
Dominant news article (see WSJ's Hilsenrath: Key Passages From Fed Minutes Show Officials 
Torn On Tapering (moved on DJX at 2:00 p.m. on October 9, 2013; reprinted by Ransquawk at 
2:01 p.m. on October 9, 2013)). 

These acts are to our client's knowledge unlicensed and constitute violations of 
the Copyright Act of 1976, codified at Title 17 of the United States Code, and corresponding 
provisions of other national copyright laws. Ransquawk's reproduction of copies and excerpts of 
DJX articles in its audio and news feeds that are distributed to its clients infringes Dow Jones's 
exclusive rights of reproduction, see 17 U.S.C. § 106(1), distribution, see 17 U.S.C. § 106(3), 
public performance, see 17 U.S.C. § 106(4), public display, see 17 U.S.C. § 106(5) and 
analogous provisions of non-U.S. law. In addition, to the extent that Ransquawk induces its 
clients to further disseminate DJX articles and article excerpts to their employees and clients 
without Dow Jones's authorization, then Ransquawk is liable for contributory copyright 
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infringement and/or inducement to infringement. See Metro- Goldwyn-MayerStudios Inc. v. 
Grokster, Ltd., 545 U.S. 913, 934-37 (2005). 

Ransquawk's conduct also constitutes common-law "hot news" misappropriation 
and unfair competition. See International News Service v. Associated Press, 248 U.S. 215 
(1918); National Basketball Association v. IViotorola, 105 F.3d 841 (2d Cir. 1997); cf Barclays 
Capital Inc. v. Theflyonthewall.com , Inc., 650 F.3d 876 (2d Cir. 2011). Ransquawk's copying of 
exclusive DJ Dominant content within seconds of that news appearing on DJX free-rides on the 
journalistic efforts of Dow Jones and, if not restrained, would render it difficult if not impossible 
for news content originators such as Dow Jones to continue to provide their journalistic services. 

If Ransquawk has or has access to a subscription to the DJX service, it is in 
breach of the subscription contract that allows for its access to DJX, as Dow Jones does not 
permit DJX customers to disseminate its content in this manner. If Ransquawk is receiving DJX 
content through a third party, it is inducing that third party to breach its contract with Dow Jones, 
because Dow Jones does not allow any of its customers to redistribute or permit their clients to 
reproduce Dow Jones's news content in the manner that Ransquawk has done. 

Ransquawk's copyright infringement entitles Dow Jones to damages under U.S. 
law, including, at Dow Jones's election, Dow Jones's actual damages and any additional profits 
Ransquawk has made from its infringement, or statutory damages of up to $150,000 per work 
infringed if the infringement was willful, as Ransquawk' s infringement appears to be. See 17 
U.S.C. § 504(a)-(c). 

If Ransquawk is redistributing Dow Jones news that it receives not from DJX but 
from another Dow Jones distribution vehicle, such as the Dow Jones Newswires, Dow Jones's 
complaint is the same: all Dow Jones news is protected by copyright and common law, and 
pursuant to contract, from unauthorized redistribution. 

If Ransquawk believes it has been licensed by Dow Jones to reproduce Dow 
Jones's news content as described above, we demand to know the basis for such claim. If not, 
we hereby demand that Ransquawk immediately cease and desist from all of the above-
mentioned unauthorized uses of Dow Jones's "hot news" and copyrighted works, as well as any 
other unlawful uses of Dow Jones's "hot news" and copyrighted works, including headlines, 
news content, and article excerpts from DJX and any other Dow Jones publications and services, 
such as The Wall Street Journal, Barron 's, MarketWatch, and Dow Jones Newswires 
(collectively, "Dow Jones Content"). We also demand that Ransquawk immediately remove all 
Dow Jones Content from all computer systems, web sites, mobile apps, and other facilities 
within its control. 

Furthermore, to assist in determining the harm that has been done by the 
aforementioned activities of Ransquawk, we demand that, within ten days, Ransquawk produce 
to us the following written undertakings: 
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(1) confirmation that Ransquawk has complied with each of the preceding 
demands; 

(2) an explanation of the means by which Ransquawk has accessed Dow 
Jones Content; 

(3) the identities of all clients to whom Ransquawk provides or has provided 
Dow Jones Content in connection with its audio service and newsfeed; 

(4) all contracts (or, in the absence of a formal contract, documents sufficient 
to show and describe all arrangements) for the provision of Ransquawk' s 
audio service and newsfeed between Ransquawk and those clients to 
whom Ransquawk has provided Dow Jones Content; 

(5) the quantity of revenue and profit Ransquawk has realized from offering 
its audio and newsfeed services to clients who have received Dow Jones 
Content; 

(6) the date on which Ransquawk began providing Dow Jones Content to its 
clients, by audio "squawk," newsfeed, or otherwise; 

(7) the title and publication date of each news item and article excerpt (if 
applicable) from DJX, and/or other Dow Jones Content, that Ransquawk 
has provided to its clients (whether or not such news items or excerpts are 
still available via any service provided by Ransquawk), as well as the 
identity of all clients to which Ransquawk provided each such news item 
or article excerpt; 

(8) a complete description of all platforms, services, devices and methods by 
which Ransquawk has distributed Dow Jones Content to its clients, or 
otherwise made Dow Jones Content available to its clients, including but 
not limited to the services referred to in this letter; 

(9) a copy of any contract or license, if any, that Ransquawk contends permits 
it to access Dow .Jones Content directly or through a Dow Jones 
distributor. 

Upon receipt of this information, we will then be in a position to determine the 
amount of compensation that is required for Ransquawk's unauthorized use of Dow Jones's 
Content. If no response is received within ten days, Dow Jones is fully prepared to pursue all 
available remedies at law and equity. This letter does not purport to be a complete 
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statement of the relevant facts or law, and is without prejudice to Dow Jones's legal and 
equitable rights, all of which are expressly reserved. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert P. LoBue 
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